
THIS IS HOW ASSISTANT TREASURER 
MICHAEL SUKKAR BUILDS OUR 

ECONOMY AND SECURES OUR FUTURE

Who has walked away from the Morrison Government on this issue?

Standards Australia walked away from Operator Protection 
Device (OPD) refusing to design a technical specification.

Coronial Inquests have indicated that in some instances if the OPD was not 
fitted, the rider MIGHT have survived.

Who will take responsibility when a Coroner in the future determines the OPD 
contributed to a serious injury or death?

No wonder it’s hard to run a business. Every State and Territory WH&S agency is 
now implementing contrasting policy to address Michael Sukkar’s nonsense!

And to think, so much more could have been achieved by working with 
manufacturers to address the issues, via a national education and training 

program and by giving farmers the CHOICE to fit an APPROVED OPD to ALL 
new and second-hand quad bikes. Now that decision would have delivered greater 

safety outcomes and kept businesses open.

How can a regulatory body support Michael Sukka and promote a safety item 
that is not proven to be safe and use farmers / operators as test dummies?

Under the current REGIME and COMMUNICATION TOOLKIT not a single 
OPD sold in Australia complies with an Australian Standard. This means 

Michael Sukka is supporting an item with no engineering standard!

No other jurisdiction in the world has done what Michael Sukkar has done - 
that is why global manufacturers have walked away from Australia.

With NO engineering standard employers, peak industry groups, lawyers and 
insurers are raising very SERIOUS questions about liability.

Michael Sukkar’s decision does not apply to 700,000 second-hand quad bikes 
currently in the market - only new quads. So much for safety.

The social and economic ramifications are huge and yet Michael Sukkar 
‘self-certified’ the regulatory impact of the decision!


